New AW22 collection by Bolia
Welcome to the ever-changing, the fluid and the free
The new AW22 collection by Bolia took 18 months in the making, from the very first sketches to the
final design. Each piece is crafted by hand and tailormade into beautiful timeless designs that speak to
the senses and invite you to touch, feel and fall in love.
The AW22 collection by Bolia invites you to make changes for something better. The home is our private nest,
our silent retreat, and our soul space. Bolia is convinced that aesthetically beautiful and natural spaces promote
the development of well-being and creativity. Everyone enjoys newness and change, but the planet suffers when
resources go to waste. Therefore, Bolia strives for quality and long-lasting designs crafted from natural and durable materials, with a timeless and calming aesthetic. The new AW22 collection celebrates a home where you
can breathe, grow, thrive and love.

New sofa series
Veneda, Caro and Malin are the new Bolia sofas. Veneda is a lounge sofa with stylish references to contemporary English design. With a luxurious combination of down and foam filling and a completely removable cover,
ensuring both changeability and longevity, Veneda is a great new addition to the Bolia collection. Designed by
kaschkasch, Caro echoes the proud traditions of Scandinavian design heritage. Caro is built by skilled craftsmen- and women with a frame in durable, FSC® certified wood and a comfortable, firm shape that is tested
to meet the highest of quality standards. Malin is a reinterpretation, combining the finest features of the most
popular lounge sofas of the brand.

Beautiful perspectives
Another major addition to the AW22 collection is the Kite Chair Series by Studio Nooi. Inspired by the natural
forces of the Nordic wind, the distinctive shape of the Kite chair is both dynamic and stoic in expression. The
chairs are stackable, which is difficult to achieve in solid wood chairs.
Named after the iridescent leaves of the Lunaria plant, Lunaria (Studio Niruk) is a series of lamps that can be
placed alone or in decorative bundles. Inspired by traditional paper lamps, they feature a curved, organic expression that changes its shape from every angle. The thin and delicate fabric of their lampshade softly diffuses
the light.
Bolia has also focused on expanding well-known series, such as the Balloon lamps, the Cosima sofa, the
Hour vases, and many other pieces. Also, the Scandinavia sofa series is now available with fully
removable covers, as is the sofa bed.

New Scandinavian Design
Bolia believes that great design is not only what
meets the eye, but also how it is created and how it
feels. The new collection is, as always, created by a
brilliant community of designers from around the
world, with a shared passion for sustainable solutions and New Scandinavian Design. From the first
sketches to the final product, every design is made
to last. Handmade by some of Europe’s best manufacturers and crafted from the finest and most durable materials, blessed by nature.

Bolia.com
Bolia.com is a Danish design company with 76 stores in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Germany, Belgium,
the Netherlands, Switzerland, Austria, France and Luxembourg as well as online shops in 30 countries in
Europe. Bolia also works with over 600 dealers in more than 50 countries around the world.
The Bolia design collective includes more than 60 international designers who share a passion for
sustainable solutions and New Scandinavian Design. In close collaboration, two annual collections are
formed; always with the ever-changing Scandinavian nature as starting point and where every design
is tailor-made to suit the customer’s specific needs and wishes.
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